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Abstract Invariant T (iT) cells expressing an invariant or
semi-invariant T cell receptor (TCR) repertoire have gained
attention in recent years because of their potential as special-
ized regulators of immune function. These iT cells are typi-
cally restricted by nonclassical MHC class I molecules (e.g.,
CD1d and MR1) and undergo differentiation pathways dis-
tinct from conventional T cells. While the benefit of a limited
TCR repertoire may appear counterintuitive in regard to the
advantage of the diversified repertoire of conventional T cells
allowing for exquisite specificity to antigens, the full biolog-
ical importance and evolutionary conservation of iT cells are
just starting to emerge. It is generally considered that iT cells
are specialized to recognize conserved antigens equivalent to
pathogen-associated molecular pattern. Until recently, little
was known about the evolution of iT cells. The identification
of class Ib and class I-like genes in nonmammalian vertebrates,
despite the heterogeneity and variable numbers of these genes
among species, suggests that iT cells are also present in
ectothermic vertebrates. Indeed, recent studies in the amphib-
ian Xenopus have revealed a drastic overrepresentation of
several invariant TCRs in tadpoles and identified a prominent
nonclassical MHC class I-restricted iT cell subset critical for
tadpole antiviral immunity. This suggests an important and
perhaps even dominant role of multiple nonclassical MHC
class I-restricted iT cell populations in tadpoles and, by exten-
sion, other aquatic vertebrates with rapid external development
that are under pressure to produce a functional lymphocyte
repertoire with small numbers of cells.
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Introduction

Invariant T (iT) cells expressing a limited or semi-invariant T
cell receptor (TCR) repertoire have gained considerable atten-
tion in recent years because of their potential as potent and
specialized regulators of immune function (Le Bourhis et al.
2013b; Simoni et al. 2013; Treiner 2003; Wilson and
Delovitch 2003; Wu et al. 2009). Unlike conventional T cells,
these iT cells are typically restricted by nonclassical MHC
class I molecules (e.g., CD1d and MR1) and undergo distinct
thymic differentiation pathways (Bendelac 1995; Treiner et al.
2003). From an evolutionary standpoint, the existence of
adaptive T cells with innate-like characteristics such as a
restricted TCR repertoire is somewhat perplexing. Indeed,
one of the hallmarks of jawed vertebrate (gnathostome) adap-
tive immunity is the generation of a vast TCR repertoire by
combinatorial post-somatic diversification. This process oc-
curs during T cell development in the thymus, is mediated by
recombination-activating gene products RAG1 and RAG2,
and relies upon the random recombination of variable (V),
diversity (D), and joining (J) gene segments. During develop-
ment of α/β T cells, the TCRβ chain is first generated by the
combinatorial rearrangement of Jβ, Dβ, and Vβ gene seg-
ments followed by the subsequent generation of the TCRα
chain by rearrangement of Jα and Vα gene segments. This
V(D)J recombination results in a α/β TCR repertoire capable
of specifically recognizing and distinguishing between a
broad array of antigens. Indeed, the resulting TCR combina-
torial power is estimated to be in the order of 1015 possibilities
thus facilitating an evolutionarily advantageous TCR diversity
that can specifically recognize a plethora of possible pathogen
antigens (Davis and Bjorkman 1988). It is noteworthy that
although the mechanisms governing T cell development be-
come more complicated when MHC-mediated positive/
negative selection and tolerance are taken into account, the
basic underlying mechanisms used to generate the α/β TCR
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repertoire (i.e., thymus dependency, RAG-mediated differen-
tiation processes, andMHC restriction) are remarkably similar
across all gnathostomes (reviewed in Cooper and Alder 2006;
Litman et al. 2010). It is generally thought that the ability to
generate a diversified α/β TCR repertoire was one of the
fundamental features during vertebrate evolution facilitating
the emergence of adaptive immunity. Intuitively, a highly
diversified TCR repertoire provides a selective advantage to
jawed vertebrates in the arms race with pathogens. As such, T
cell subsets with restricted or semi-invariant TCRs have, until
recently, been considered as unconventional, specialized ef-
fectors primarily confined to endothermic vertebrates. How-
ever, we have recently shown that iT cells are present and
critically involved in immunity in the amphibian Xenopus

laevis (Edholm et al. 2013). In addition, the identification of
variable numbers of nonclassical MHC genes in all groups of
ectothermic vertebrates suggests a more prominent role of
nonclassical MHC-restricted unconventional T cells in verte-
brate immunity than previously thought. In this review, we
will first summarize iT cells in mammals focusing on CD1d
and MR1-restricted iT cells and subsequently review what is
known about iT cells in Xenopus.

Development of conventional and unconventional T cells
in mammals

In mammals, intrathymic T cell development is characterized
by the successive surface expression of the co-receptors CD4
and CD8, which are used to distinguish three different stages
of thymocyte differentiation: (1) an early double negative
(CD4−CD8−; DN) stage; (2) a predominant double positive
(CD4+CD8+; DP) stage; and (3) a CD4+ or CD8+ single
positive (SP) stage (reviewed in Rothenberg and Taghon
2005). TCR gene assembly is carried out in two distinct
developmental stages and is initiated by TCRβ locus rear-
rangement in immature DN thymocytes (Bonnet et al.
2009). Successful surface expression of the TCRβ chain in a
pre-receptor complex then drives activation of TCRα locus
recombination and differentiation into the DP stage (Michie
and Zuniga-Pflucker 2002; Krangel et al. 2004). During the
DP stage, TCRαβ heterodimers are expressed on the cell
surface, and at this point, thymocytes are eligible for both
positive and negative selection (Starr et al. 2003). For con-
ventional T cells, these selection processes are dependent on
interactions with highly polymorphic MHC molecules pre-
senting self peptides: MHC class II molecules for CD4 T cells
and classical MHC class Ia (class Ia) for CD8 T cells. Positive
selection is mediated by MHC molecules expressed by the
thymic epithelium, while negative selection is facilitated by
MHC expressed by hematopoietic cells in the thymic medulla
as well as by the thymicmedullary epithelium (Anderson et al.
1996; Hogquist et al. 2005; Jameson et al. 1995).

While the education of conventional CD8 T cells with
polyclonal TCRαβ repertoires requires interaction with high-
ly polymorphic class Ia molecules, there is now compelling
evidence in mammals that several nonclassical molecules,
expressed by the immature thymocytes themselves and other
hematopoietic cells, selectively mediate the differentiation of
various unconventional and iT cell lineages (Bendelac 1995;
Jensen et al. 2004; Prince et al. 2009; Treiner et al. 2003;
Urdahl et al. 2002).

For example, the ontogeny of the two types of iT cells
described in mammals—invariant natural killer T (iNKT)
cells and Mucosal Associated Invariant T (MAIT) cells—is
dependent on selection on CD1d or MR1, respectively,
expressed on immature cortical thymocytes (Bendelac 1995;
Gapin et al. 2001; Treiner et al. 2003; Gold et al. 2013). Thus,
both iNKT and MAIT positive selection are mediated by
homotypic interactions between DP thymocytes but are re-
stricted by distinct nonclassical molecules. Following either
CD1d- orMR1-mediated positive selection, the differentiation
of these two iT cell populations undergoes distinct develop-
mental programs. Differentiation of iNKT cells is further
dependent on the interaction between members of the family
of signaling lymphocytic activation molecules (SLAM)
(Chung et al. 2005), specifically the SLAMF1 and SLAMF6
receptors (Griewank et al. 2007). This interaction leads to
downstream recruitment of the SLAM-associated protein
SAP and the Scr-family kinase Fyn and then activation of
NF-kB providing a signal that drives the cell toward the iNKT
cell lineage. Following this initial CD1d/SLAM receptor-
mediated positive selection, the iNKTcell precursors undergo
a series of well-controlled intrathymic differentiation steps
characterized by the sequential expression of various cell
surface markers, including CD24, CD44, and the NK cell
marker 1.1 (CD161 in humans) (reviewed in Godfrey and
Berzins 2007). Most iNKT cells exit the thymus as immature,
NK1.1−, cells and reach final maturity, marked by expression
of NK1.1 in the periphery. Alternatively, iNKT cells undergo
a proliferative burst and remain as mature, long-term residents
in the thymus (Bendelac 1995; Coles and Raulet 2000; and
reviewed in Godfrey and Berzins 2007). In contrast to iNKT
cells, MAIT cell development is not dependent on SLAM
receptor-mediated signaling (Martin et al. 2009). Following
MR1-mediated thymic selection, the majority of MAIT cells
exit the thymus as immature cells (Le Bourhis et al. 2011,
2013b; Gold et al. 2013) and subsequently undergo B cell-
dependent clonal expansion and maturation in the periphery
(Chun et al. 2003; Martin et al. 2009; Treiner et al. 2003). This
peripheral maturation step also appears to be dependent on the
commensal flora, as MAIT cells are absent in germ-free mice
(Martin et al. 2009). Notably, MAITcells have been shown to,
at least partially, expand after recolonization of the bacterial
flora in germ-free mice suggesting a complex relationship
between MAIT cells and mucosal microbes. Also, it has been
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suggested that microbial products within the gut flora play a
role in regulating MR1 surface expression. The main charac-
teristics of iNKT cells and MAIT cells are summarized in
Table 1.

Development of conventional T cells in Xenopus

The essential role of the thymus in T cell development and
education is a hallmark of the adaptive immune system of
jawed vertebrates. This is underscored by the conservation of
key transcription factors regulating mammalian T cell devel-
opment (e.g., GATA-3 and Runx3) throughout vertebrates,
including agnathans (Du Pasquier et al. 1995; Zon et al.
1991). As in mammals, in Xenopus, thymic ontogeny is
characterized by successive waves of Tcell precursors moving
into the thymus where they expand, differentiate, and leave as
mature T cells (reviewed in Hansen and Zapata 1998). The
thymus anlage appears 3 days after fertilization (stage 40;
Nieuwkoop and Faber 1967) and is colonized by embryonic
stem cells within a few days (Flajnik et al. 1985; Kau and
Turpen 1983; Tochinai 1980). Subsequently, the cortex-
medulla architecture is distinguishable at 6–8 days of age (st
48; Du Pasquier and Flajnik 1990). In the absence of mono-
clonal antibodies (mAb) specific for X. laevis CD4, a thymo-
cyte differentiation pathway has been characterized, using
X. laevis-specific mAbs recognizing CD8, CD5 (a X. laevis

pan T cell marker, Jurgens et al. 1995), and CD45 (Barritt and
Turpen 1995) in conjunction with a X. laevismAb recognizing
the cortical thymocyte-specific Xenopus (CTX) molecule as a
surface marker of immature thymocytes (Chretien et al. 1996;
Robert and Cohen 1998). Thymocytes were found to differ-
entiate from an immature DP-like (CTX+, CD8+, CD5low,
CD45low) to a more mature SP-like stage (CTXneg, CD5bright,
CD45bright) that could be further subdivided into CD8bright and

CD8neg (Robert and Cohen 1999). The first detection of
CD8β and CD4 gene expression at the time of thymic organ-
ogenesis provides additional evidence of the differentiation of
CD8 and CD4 T cells in the tadpole thymus (Chida et al.
2011). However, due to low cell number, the formal demon-
stration of CD8 and CD4 differential gene expression in T cell
subsets (i.e., CD8bright and CD8neg) sorted by flow cytometry
was only done in adults.

It is noteworthy that this intrathymic differentiation path-
way is not only observed in tadpoles but also in young post-
metamorphic adults (Fig. 1; Robert et al. 2001; Robert and
Cohen 1999). This is because in contrast to mammals, the
Xenopus immune system undergoes striking additional devel-
opmental changes during the transition from tadpole to adult
(Du Pasquier et al. 1989; Du Pasquier andWeiss 1973; Flajnik
et al. 1987; Rollins-Smith 1998; Rollins-Smith et al. 2000).
While intrathymic T cell differentiation appears to be overall
similar during embryogenesis and metamorphosis, several
distinctive features merit consideration. First, during meta-
morphosis, the thymus loses more than 90 % of its lympho-
cytes (Du Pasquier andWeiss 1973). This loss is followed by a
second wave of stem cell immigration just after metamorphic
completion (Gravenor et al. 1995; Turpen and Smith 1989).
The differentiation of these new thymocyte precursors takes
place in a different environment, since during metamorphosis,
the whole organism is remodeled and many new adult-type
proteins are expressed that could potentially be considered
antigenic by the larval immune system (Flajnik et al. 1987). It
is likely, therefore, that the emerging adult T cells are subject-
ed to a new “adult-type” education including negative selec-
tion by the adult “self,” resulting in a new balance of self-
tolerance. A second important distinction of the post-
metamorphic thymic developmental program is reflected by
the differential expression of MHC class I and class II mole-
cules between tadpoles and adults. Class II protein is

Table 1 Main characteristics of mammalian and Xenopus invariant T cells

Mammals Xenopus

MAIT iNKT XNC10-iT

TCRα Vα7.2/19-Jα33 Vα14/24-Jα18 Vα6-Jα1.43

Phenotype DN, CD8+ Type I DN/CD4
Type II CD8dim

Type I DN
Type II CD8dim

Restriction MR1 CD1d XNC10

Ligand(s) Vitamin B metabolites Lipids ?

Conservation Mammals (chicken) Mammals and chicken Xenopodinea

Development Thymus/gut Thymus Thymus

Prominence Rare (mouse)
Abundant (human)

Abundant (mouse)
Rare (human)

Abundant

Location Mucosa gut, lung Spleen, liver Spleen

Cytokine IFN-γ, TGF-β IFN-γ, IL-4 ?

Function Antimicrobial immunity Tumor immunity, viral immunity, and autoimmunity Viral immunity, tumor immunity
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expressed by cells located in the thymic medulla, B cells, and
leukocytes of both tadpoles and adults. Comparably, thymo-
cytes and Tcells are class II negative in tadpoles, whereas they
are positive in adults (Du Pasquier and Flajnik 1990).

The case of classical MHC class Ia expression is even more
intriguing in Xenopus, since class Ia molecules are not
expressed at the surface of most cells until metamorphosis
(Flajnik et al. 1986). More specifically, surface class Ia protein
expression is first detected by anti-class I pAbs and mAbs on
erythrocytes and splenocytes at metamorphic stages (Rollins-
Smith et al. 1997a, b). Indeed, the tadpole thymus not only
lacks significant class Ia protein but also LMP7 expression
until metamorphosis (Salter-Cid et al. 1998). However, de-
spite the lack of class Ia protein detection by Abs, some class
Ia mRNA is detected in the tadpole’s thymus (Goyos et al.
2007). Thus, even though low levels of class Ia protein ex-
pression cannot be ruled out, this suggests a deficient or
suboptimal class Ia-restricted thymic education during tadpole
life. Whereas in mammals, experimental impairment of class
Ia expression results in severe immunodeficiency and/or
death, Xenopus pre-metamorphic tadpoles are immunocom-
petent and have circulating CD8 T cells even without optimal
class Ia expression and function. One possible mechanism that

may explain these observations would be the utilization of
nonclassical MHC molecules in tadpole thymic T cell educa-
tion and an overall more limited TCR repertoire in tadpoles.
The main characteristics of the Xenopus immune system
during development are summarized in Table 2.

Nonclassical MHC and unconventional T cells in Xenopus

Interestingly, while X. laevis possesses only one polymorphic
class Ia gene per genome, it possesses a large family of
nonclassical MHC genes located outside the MHC proper in
the telomeric region of the same chromosome (Flajnik et al.
1993). From the recent whole genome sequencing and anno-
tation of X. laevis, a total of 23 Xenopus nonclassical MHC
genes (XNCs) have been identified (Edholm et al 2014; Goyos
et al. 2011). As inmammals, these genes are oligomorphic and
have a more limited tissue expression than class Ia genes.
Unlike the unsteadiness of mammalian nonclassical genes,
most XNC genes present an unusual degree of evolutionary
conservation within the Xenopus subfamily Xenopodinae

(Goyos et al. 2011; Edholm et al 2014). Indeed, the
Xenopodinae subfamily has an evolutionary history of at least

Fig. 1 Schematic comparison of the main developmental stages of the
immune system of human, mouse, and Xenopus. Compared to mammals,
the Xenopus embryonic development is external and leads to a free-
swimming organism (hatch) 2 days post-fertilization. Xenopus thymus
colonization by precursor cells and T cell differentiation already occurs
from 5 to 7 days of age, compared to 11 days in mouse and 16 weeks in
human. Furthermore, in contrast to mammals, a second major develop-
mental program takes place in Xenopus during metamorphosis wherein

most thymocytes die and are replaced by a new wave of stem cells
colonizing the thymus at the end of metamorphosis, which differentiate
into new Tcells expressing a TCR repertoire distinct from that of tadpoles.
Intriguingly, B and T cell memory established in the tadpole can persist in
adults. Also, in contrast to mammals, B cell differentiation occurs in the
liver and spleen of tadpoles and adults, whereas bone marrow (BM)
appears to bemainly involved in later stages of macrophage differentiation
and as an accumulation site of other leukocytes
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65 million years, which is as long a period of time as that
separating primates and rodents from a common ancestor
(Evans 2008; Evans et al. 2004). This is intriguing, as non-
classical genes in general are known to have a rapid rate of
evolution. With the exception of MR1 genes that are highly
conserved in mammals (Tsukamoto et al. 2013) and possibly
chickens (Hee et al. 2010) and CD1 genes that are conserved
in mammals (Dascher 2007) and avians (Salomonsen et al.
2005; Miller et al. 2005), no clear phylogeny can be
established for most other nonclassical genes. In contrast,
the detailed comparison of X. laevisXNC genes with nonclas-
sical genes identified from a divergent Xenopus species
belonging to a different genus, Xenopus (Siluriana) tropicalis,
revealed a remarkably high degree of homology among mul-
tiple nonclassical gene families (Goyos et al. 2011; Edholm
et al. 2014). Furthermore, for some XNCs, this degree of
conservation extends to many other Xenopodinae species.
This is the case for the monogenic lineage represented by
XNC10 that is conserved in all ten Xenopodinae species tested
so far (Edholm et al. 2014). The remarkable degree of conser-
vation of these XNC genes implies that they have been select-
ed and maintained during the evolution of this taxon to fulfill
important physiological functions.

To explore this possibility, we have focused onXNC10 that
is one of the most conserved XNC genes. In X. laevis and
X. tropicalis, XNC10 (or SNC10) is mainly expressed in the
thymus from early thymic organogenesis (Goyos et al. 2009,
2011). In fact, XNC/SNC10 is preferentially expressed by the
cortical thymocytes rather than the thymic epithelium. Low
expression of XNC10 is also detected in the spleen. Given the
preferential expression of XNC10 by thymocytes from early
thymic organogenesis (when class Ia is suboptimal), we hy-
pothesized that XNC10 was involved in the differentiation of
an unconventional T cell subset. To identify cells interacting
with XNC10, we generated XNC10 tetramers (XNC10-T) by
employing a methodology similar to that used for CD1d
tetramers (Sidobre and Kronenberg 2002) consisting of fusing
the b2m with the XNC10 heavy chain. Using this approach,
we successfully generated XNC10 tetramers that were utilized

to identify two XNC10-restricted iT cell subsets termed type I
and type II (Edholm et al. 2013; Table 1). Specifically, the type
I iT cell subset is CD8/CD4 DN and expresses an invariant
TCRα rearrangement (Vα6-Jα1.43) without n-nucleotide di-
versity. Comparably, the type II subset displays low CD8α/α
surface expression and a more diverse TCRα repertoire, how-
ever with a clear predominance of the Vα6-Jα1.43 rearrange-
ment. Both type I and II subsets expressed, in contrast to
conventional CD8 T cells, a limited TCRβ diversity
(Edholm et al. 2013). To demonstrate the requirement of
XNC10 for the development of these iT cell subsets, we took
advantage of a reverse genetic loss-of-function method that
combines RNA interference with transgenesis (Nedelkovska
and Robert 2012). Silencing XNC10 gene expression in trans-
genic animals resulted in the loss of the invariant TCRα
rearrangement and both iT cell subsets (Edholm et al. 2013).

These results provided the first evidence that nonclassical
MHC-restricted iTcells exist outside endothermic vertebrates.
Perhaps more intriguingly, this suggests that other XNCs
might play similar roles by providing alternative ways to
mediate the differentiation and function of unconventional T
cell subsets in class Ia-deficient tadpoles. Consistent with this
idea, several other XNCs are expressed by thymocytes them-
selves including XNC1, 4, 5, 9, 11, and 14 (Edholm and
Robert, unpublished observations). Furthermore, using deep
sequencing, we have identified six unique TCRα rearrange-
ments, including the canonical invariant Vα6-Jα1.43, that are
markedly overrepresented in the CD8neg and CD8dim T cell
pools obtained from the spleen of pre-metamorphic tadpoles
(Edholm et al. 2013). In contrast, repertoire analysis revealed
that the TCRα repertoire obtained from the CD8bright T cell
subset exhibited a wide variety of distinct Vα and Jα seg-
ments indicative of a diversified TCRα repertoire. Thus,
although CD8bright T cells represent a minor fraction of the
total T cell pool, their differentiation appears to not involve
nonclassical MHC, which suggests that the suboptimal class
Ia protein expression (below antibody detection) may be
sufficient to drive the differentiation of a subset of CD8+ T
cells. Alternatively, these CD8 T cells may be selected by

Table 2 Main characteristics of the Xenopus immune system during development

Tadpoles Metamorphosis Adults

B cell response Poor class switch (IgM to IgYa) ? Class switch (IgM to IgY)

MLR Weak MLRb No MLR Strong MLR

T cell cytotoxicity Weak or absent Weak or absent Strong

NK cells
NK cytotoxicity

Not detected
Not detected

Some
Not detected

Yes (spleen, liver)
Yes

iT cells Yes (spleen) ? Yes (spleen)

Viral immunity Delayed and poor innate immunity iT cells critical ? Efficient innate, CD8 T and B cell responses

a IgG functional analog in Xenopus
bMixed lymphocyte reaction
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MHC class II molecules as originally proposed by Flajnik
et al. (1987).

Nevertheless, in addition to these CD8+ T cells, it remains
that a large fraction of tadpole T cells expresses a TCRα
repertoire that is limited to six distinct rearrangements
(Fig. 2). Although the TCRβ repertoire remains to be deter-
mined, and even if it is more diversified, it is probable that T
cells in tadpoles overall have a more limited TCR repertoire
than Xenopus adults. While no deep sequencing data have
been performed in adults, characterization of TCRα and β has
been reported and does not indicate obvious restrictions
(Chretien et al. 1997; Haire et al. 2002). Based on these
limited data, we would like to propose that the restricted
TCRα repertoire observed in tadpoles is an adaptation related
to this developmental stage. The differentiation of invariant T
cells able to recognize distinct conserved pathogen determi-
nants would allow the tadpole to maximize the use of the
small number of T cells they can differentiate. The differenti-
ation of iT cells with limited, germline encoded rearrange-
ments would also minimize the risk of autoimmune recogni-
tion in the absence of a strong class Ia-mediated negative
selection.

Function of invariant T cells in mammals and Xenopus

While the functions of iTcells are still not fully elucidated, it is
becoming increasingly evident that these cells are critically
and specifically involved in several aspects of the mammalian
immune response. Human MAIT cells have been shown to
have antimicrobial properties in vitro, suggesting a role of

these cells during bacterial infections (Le Bourhis et al. 2010).
This was further supported in murine models where MR1-
dependent MAIT cell activation was demonstrated to a num-
ber of different microbes, including gram-positive and gram-
negative bacteria and yeast (Le Bourhis et al. 2010). Further-
more, a lack of MAIT cells correlated with increased bacterial
loads following infection with Escherichia, Mycobacteria,
and Klebsiella in several murine infection models. However,
MAIT cells are not universally activated, as several bacterial
species including Streptococci and Listeria as well as viruses
were unable to activate these cells indicating a level of spec-
ificity in recognition of these cells (Gold et al. 2010; Le
Bourhis et al. 2010). Nonetheless, the ability of MAIT cells
to respond to a wide variety of microbes suggests that they
recognize a conserved antigenic structure. Recently, the ligand
of MR1 was identified as petrin analogs derived from vitamin
B metabolism (Kjer-Nielsen et al. 2012). As many vitamin
biosynthetic pathways are unique to and present in most (but
not all) bacteria and yeast, this provides a way for MAIT cells
to sense a microbial infection (Kjer-Nielsen et al. 2012; Patel
et al. 2013). To date, how MAIT cells mediate their antimi-
crobial activities is not fully elucidated. Upon stimulation,
MAIT cells rapidly produce cytokines, mostly INF-γ and
TNF-α and, under certain circumstances, IL-17 (Dusseaux
et al. 2011), which most likely contribute to their antimicrobial
properties (Le Bourhis et al. 2010). Recently, it was also
shown that MAIT cells are capable of lysing epithelial cells
infected with Shigella flexneri demonstrating a direct cytotox-
ic effect of these cells (Le Bourhis et al. 2013a). In addition to
their antimicrobial properties, it has also been suggested that
MAIT cells are critically involved in regulating the

Fig. 2 Proposed invariant T cell-
based immunity during early
ontogeny in Xenopus. During
early development, a wave of
nonclassical MHC class I-
mediated T cell differentiation is
predominant resulting in a limited
number of T cells (15–20,000 T
cells) expressing six unique
overrepresented TCRα
rearrangements. Over time, as
development continues, an
increase in the peripheral T cell
compartment progressively
replaces this limited invariant
TCRα repertoire by a
conventional and diversified
TCRα repertoire either selected
alternatively by classical MHC
class II molecules or supported by
a low level of classical MHC class
Ia protein expression
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commensal microbial balance of the gut, thus maintaining
immune homeostasis (Le Bourhis et al. 2013b).

iNKT cells have been implicated in immunity to a variety
of different bacteria as well as in parasitic infections, viral
infections, and fungal disease (Kinjo and Kronenberg 2005;
Skold and Behar 2003). Similar to MAIT cells, CD1d-
restricted iNKT cells are capable of rapidly producing large
amounts of cytokines following stimulation through their
TCR. Notably, following antigen recognition, iNKT cells
can produce both TH1 (INF-γ and TNF-α) and TH2 (IL-4,
IL-10, IL-3, and IL-5)-type cytokines and thus influence a
number of different cells including NK cells, conventional T
cells as well as macrophages, dendritic cells, and neutrophils
(reviewed in Wilson and Delovitch 2003). This dual ability to
either promote or suppress the immune response highlights
the immunoregulatory abilities of iNKT cells, which can
recognize a range of different lipids, both synthetic and natu-
ral, presented in the context of CD1d, presumably through the
recognition of a conserved structural motif. Unlike conven-
tional TCR-peptide-class Ia recognition, the interaction be-
tween the semi-invariant TCR on iNKT cells and the lipid-
CD1d complex is primarily mediated by the invariant CDR3α
loop and to a lesser extent the CDR2β loop (Burrows et al.
2010; reviewed in Rossjohn et al. 2012; Rudolph et al. 2006).
Furthermore, the pattern of TCR-antigen-CD1d complex in-
teraction is similar regardless of the bound antigen, i.e., the
same iTCR is capable of recognizing different antigens.

In Xenopus, the availability of transgenic animals with
XNC10 loss-of-function provided a powerful way to investi-
gate the immunological role of XNC10-restricted iT cells. An
additional advantage was the establishment of Xenopus as a
model system to study amphibian immune responses to the
devastating ranavirus infections that affect amphibian, fish,
and reptiles worldwide (reviewed in Robert and Gregory
Chinchar 2012). Ranavirus such as Frog Virus 3 (FV3) are
pox-like large double strand DNAviruses that cause extensive
disease and mortalities of wild and cultured amphibian spe-
cies. Typically, the adult Xenopus are able to successfully clear
the infection within a month post-FV3 inoculation. Further-
more, this viral clearance has been shown to be dependent on
CD8 T cells and antibody responses (Maniero et al. 2006;
Morales and Robert 2007). By comparison, the tadpoles are
more susceptible and typically fail to clear the FV3 and, thus,
succumb to the infection within a month. Nevertheless, fol-
lowing FV3 infection, tadpoles domount an immune response
against this virus including the upregulation of inflammatory
cytokines (TNF-α, IFN-γ) and antiviral type I IFN (De Jesus
et al. 2012; Grayfer et al. 2012). We used this system to
investigate the role of iT cells in tadpoles. Transgenic tadpoles
with XNC10 deficiency were more susceptible to FV3
(Edholm et al. 2013). Notably, in these transgenic tadpoles,
FV3 infection resulted in a marked increased mortality at the
early stage of infection (3–7 days) accompanied with a sharp

increase in viral loads in tissue of infected tadpoles and global
viral dissemination (Edholm and Robert, unpublished obser-
vations). Therefore, XNC10-iT cells are critical for tadpole
resistance to viral infection, in particular during early viral
immunity. More recently, we have also observed that XNC10-
restricted iTcells accumulate and become a prominent fraction
of immune cells (up to 20%) in the peritoneal cavity of LG-15
cloned tadpoles transplanted with a X. laevis thymic lymphoid
tumor (15/0), which contrast the virtual absence of these iT
cells in the peritoneal exudates of naïve tadpoles (Haynes-
Gilmore et al. 2014). This suggests that, as their mammalian
counterpart, XNC10-iT cells play a multifaceted role in im-
munity including antitumor immunity.

Can we explain differential MHC expression in tadpoles
and adult frogs by relative levels of iT and conventional T
cells?

The identification of iT cells restricted by nonclassical MHC
molecules in a species as genetically and evolutionarily distant
from mouse and human as Xenopus constitutes a strong argu-
ment for the functional relevance of these cells. Moreover, it is
possible that Xenopus rely more extensively on iTcells during
early developmental stage when tadpoles have a limited num-
ber of T cells. Unlike mammalian embryos, which remain in a
relatively antigen-free uterus, Xenopus tadpoles (like other
ectothermic vertebrates) hatch in the surrounding antigen-
rich water (Fig. 1). As such, within 2 weeks (developmental
stage 50), the Xenopus immune system is under pressure to
develop quickly and to produce a lymphocyte receptor reper-
toire with very small numbers of lymphocytes (5,000 B cells
and 15–20,000 T cells; Fig. 2). Since the potential BCR and
TCR repertoire in Xenopus far exceed the number of lympho-
cytes, it is likely that additional mechanisms have evolved to
produce a functional but more limited lymphocyte repertoire
during early ontogeny. For B cells, some evidence has been
reported (e.g., lack of n-nucleotide diversity and a temporal
stepwise utilization of VH genes; Du Pasquier and Schwager
1991; Mussmann et al. 1998; Schwager et al. 1989; Schwager
et al. 1991). In the case of TCRα, we have shown that the vast
majority of CD8neg and CD8dim T cells utilize one out of six
predominant TCRα rearrangements (Fig. 2). The preferential
expression of several XNC genes by thymocytes provides
likely mechanisms by which T cells expressing these domi-
nant rearrangements can undergo thymic selection. Indeed, in
the absence of suboptimal class Ia protein expression in tad-
poles, it is quite possible that XNC genes drive the differen-
tiation of T cells through a developmental program similar to
that of mammalian nonclassical restricted iT cells.

Whether and how iT cell differentiates/occurs in the post-
metamorphic animals remains to be elucidated. XNC10-iT
cells are present in adults and, similar to the situation in
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tadpoles, also appear to be involved in the adult anti-FV3
immune response. However, at this stage, it is likely that other
immune effector cells, including conventional CD8+ T cells,
are involved.

How widespread are iT cells in phylogeny?

Given the variety in numbers and structure of nonclassical
MHC genes in jawed vertebrates, it seems plausible that some
of these genes are involved in immunity during early devel-
opment. Indeed, some species including Xenopus, the urodel
amphibian Ambystoma mexicanium (Sammut et al. 1997,
1999), and the teleost fish Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua)
(Star et al. 2011) display a very large number of nonclassical
MHC genes suggesting a further diversification and possible
neofunctionalization of these genes. Although not as extreme,
expansions and diversification of class I genes have also
occurred in other teleost species such as Atlantic salmon
(Lukacs et al. 2010) and zebrafish (Dijkstra et al. 2007), where
a number of divergent class I genes have been grouped into
distinct lineages (U-, Z/ZE-, L-, and S-lineage) based on
evolutionary relationships. The U-lineage contains both puta-
tive class Ia and nonclassical MHC class I genes and is
broadly represented among divergent species, whereas the
L-lineage, which consists of highly divergent nonclassical
MHC class I genes, appears so far limited to salmonids and
cyprinids (Dijkstra et al. 2007). Variable numbers of highly
divergent species-specific nonclassical genes have also been
described in elasmobranchs (Bartl et al. 1997; Wang et al.
2003). In chicken, two divergent CD1d gene homologs have
been identified (Miller et al. 2005; Salomonsen et al. 2005) as
well as an MHC class I-like molecule, YF1*7.1, that shares
38 % sequence identity with, and is structurally similar to,
humanMR1 (Hee et al. 2010; Kjer-Nielsen et al. 2012). Thus,
one can infer that mammalian type CD1d-restricted iNKTand
MR1-restricted MAIT are present in birds.

More generally, based on the wide diversity of nonclassical
MHC class I genes among species, it is tempting to speculate
that iT cells are widely present in jawed vertebrates. For
aquatic species with external development, larval stage ex-
posed to pathogens would likely benefit from a TCR reper-
toire based on a small number of T cells. However, a special-
ized role of iT cells during early ontogeny in mammals is also
conceivable. Indeed, it is known that class Ia function is
suboptimal in human and murine newborns, while various
nonclassical MHC class I genes are strongly expressed (Da-
vid-Watine et al. 1987; Cheroutre et al. 1991; Houlihan et al.
1992; Hunt et al. 1994). The possible involvement of nonclas-
sical MHC class I-mediated iT cells during early ontogeny
clearly merits further exploration. At these early developmen-
tal stages, when a mature diversified TCR repertoire is not
achieved, we can envision a role of these iT cells as sentinels

able to rapidly activate innate-like immune responses through
production of cytokines and chemokines or alternatively
through direct cytolytic effects.
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